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ABSTRACT
This paper deals with Markovian models which are de ned on a nite-dimensional discrete state space, and
possess a stationary state distribution of a product-form. We view the space of such models as a mathematical
n , which are homogeneous within
object, and explore its structure. We focus on models on an orthant Z+
n
subsets of Z+ called walls, and permit only state transitions whose k k1 -length is 1. The main nding is
that the space of such models exhibits a decoupling principle: In order to produce a given productform distribution, the transition rates on distinct walls of the same dimension can be selected without mutual
interference. The selection space of distinct models which share a given product-form state distribution is
accounted for.
In addition, we consider models which are homogeneous throughout a nite-dimensional grid Z n , now
without a xed restriction on the length of the transitions. We characterize the collection of product-form
measures which are invariant for a model of this kind. For such models with bounded transitions we prove,
using Choquet's theorem, that the only possible invariant measures are product-form measures and their
combinations.
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The Setting
Product-form models on a discrete state space have played a salient role in the study
of stochastic networks since its beginning. See the classical book by Whittle (1986)
[8], and the more recent (1993) book by van Dijk [2]. For a now classical contribution
not covered in these treatises|the discovery of product-form networks with negative
customers, see Gelenbe (1991) [3]. Results such as Gelenbe's have re-established theoretical interest in product-form models, and this line of research has led to various
results regarding models with modi ed boundary rates. See, e.g., Miyazawa and Taylor
(1997) [4], and references therein, for recent contributions in this area. Product-form
models emerge also in a continuous state space setting. See Williams (1995) [9, Theorem 3.5] for a treatment of questions analogous to those we are about to treat. While
new classes of discrete product-form stochastic networks have continued to be discovered, it has not been clear whether these are rare contingencies, or representatives of a
rich space of product-form models. The prospects for systematic product-form model
design depend on this question.
In this paper we investigate the space of product-form models from an abstract point
of view. The word model designates here some setup of parameters. The models considered do not carry any system or network semantics. Rather, they directly determine
the transition rates of a continuous-time Markov chain. (Such a collection of rates is
called generator, or Q-matrix). Models will be rendered in this paper as a functions,
as function arrays, and as nite vectors.
We restrict ourselves to models possessing the property of space-homogeneity, or
simply homogeneity. A model possesses this property when parallel transitions within
its state space S , or within subsets of S referred to as walls, necessarily have the same
rate. (The Markov chain associated with such a model is sometimes called random
walk. Random walks arise, for example, as the queue processes in networks of single
server queues). The product-form distributions considered here are geometric, i.e. of
the type
 (~a) = c

n
Y
i=1

qiai ;

~a = ha1; : : : ; ani 2 S ;

(1.1)

where c and the qi are constants.
Findings Summary
The space n of models of homogeneous continuous-time Markov chains on the ndimensional integer grid f: : : ; 1; 0; 1; : : : gn is considered rst. While the notion of
stationary state distribution is not very relevant for a model ' 2 n, there may exist
in nite measures which are invariant to the transition operators associated with '.
Such measures are said here, simply, to be invariant for '. Only product-form measures
which are invariant for ' can serve, when appropriately trimmed and normalized, as
candidates for the stationary state distribution of a product-form model on the orthant,

m

m
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with interior transition rates coinciding with those of '. The question arises: Which
models in n have product-form invariant measures? The following answer is oriented
to the case n  2: Every ' 2 n whose drift is nite but nonzero has quite a set
of invariant product-form measures; the corresponding set of vectors ~q = hq1; : : : ; qni
(playing a role as in Eq. (1.1)) is a smooth (n 1)-dimensional manifold Q' , which is
the boundary of a bounded and convex set in (0; 1)n. The product-form measures
corresponding to Q' are proved to be the fundamental invariant measures for ' with
bounded transitions: Any other measure invariant for ' cannot be but a mixture of
these product-form measures.
Another space, IMIn, of models on the nonnegative orthant of the n-dimensional grid
is then considered. Its de nition relies on partitioning the orthant into walls. The wall
to which some state ~a = ha1; : : : ; ani belongs is determined by the coordinates i where
ai = 0. All walls but one are pieces of boundary. The exception is the whole interior,
which is also regarded as a \wall" for the sake of uniformity. The walls are attributed
with dimensions, which range from zero to n. There is a single wall of dimension zero:
It contains the single point h0; : : : ; 0i, and is referred to as the corner. The homogeneity
property postulated for IMIn is weaker than for n: Homogeneity prevails within each
wall, but transition rates assigned to parallel transitions belonging to di erent walls
may di er. Apart of homogeneity, the models in IMIn comply with a further restrictive
assumption: A transition from ~a = ha1; : : : ; ani to ~b = hb1 ; : : : ; bni is possible only
if this transition is \short", in the sense that jai bi j  1 holds for every i. Both
the homogeneity assumption and the assumption of short transitions are satis ed by
many actual stochastic network models with single servers. The former assumption
(homogeneity) seems more essential than the latter (short transitions) in facilitating
the analysis. The question regarding the potential for relaxing these assumptions is
open.
It is known that there exist models in IMIn with a stationary state distribution not
of a product-form. But with current knowledge, these distributions are usually hard
to characterize, and their behavior is obscure. This is the reason for interest in those
models which do enjoy a product-form distribution. Let IMIn's subspace of productform models be denoted as IPn. Knowledge about the structure of IPn may enable the
systematic selection of models in order to t them to systems, or in other words|the
design of models.
This paper does not provide design procedures for actual situations. But the structure of IPn, as emerges from the analysis, is naturally described through a model
selection procedure. The procedure may start in the selection of the interior transition
rates, which is tantamount to a selection of a model ' with short transitions from n.
The next step may then be a selection of a vector ~q = hq1; : : : ; qni from Q'. An alternative way is to start from an arbitrary ~q with 0 < qi < 1, i = 1; : : : ; n. (We exclude
qi = 1 from reasons explained later). For every such ~q, let IPn;~q denote the relevant
subset of IPn. To select a model from IPn;~q, perform the following process. First, select
the interior transition rates. This selection is subject to a single linear constraint, so
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the number of degrees of freedom is one less than the number of variables. Next, select
the transition rates within the walls of dimension n 1. These selections are decoupled
from each other, i.e., they are not coupled by any joint constraint. The same rule
regarding the number of degrees of freedom applies again, for each of these walls. The
procedure so proceeds to walls of ever smaller dimension, with the same rules holding,
until the selection is exhausted. While the selection for a wall is decoupled from other
walls of the same dimension, it depends on certain earlier selections for walls of higher
dimensions. What makes this procedure valid is the fact that the selections so taken
are guaranteed not to interfere with each other at the corner: The corner constraint is
shown to be redundant. Thus we have the decoupling principle, and along with it|a
wealth of product-form models.
Organization of the Paper
The rest of this paper includes a section of preliminaries, two sections of ndings, and a
section of proofs. The section of preliminaries (Section 2) states some conventions, and
introduces model spaces and related objects. The two sections of ndings (Section 3
and 4), are dedicated to n and to IMIn, respectively. All proofs are concentrated in
Section 5.

m
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2.1. General Conventions
R denotes the real numbers. R+ denotes the nonnegative reals. Z denotes the integers.
Z+ and N denote the nonnegative and positive integers, respectively. De ne B =4 f0; 1g
4
and T =
f 1; 0; 1g. The symbols ~1 and ~0 stand for vectors of all 1's and all 0's, with
their length implied by the context. Suppose that ~x = hx1 ; : : : ; xk i and ~y = hy1; : : : ; yk i
are two vectors, and that A is a set of vectors of the same length. De ne ~x~y to be the
vector Q
hxk1 y1; :y: : ; xk yk i; de ne ~xA to be the set f ~x~y/ ~y 2 Ag; and de ne ~x~y to be the
scalar i=1 xi i . Interpret j~xj as hjx1 j; : : : ; jxk ji. The norms kk1 and kk1 are de ned
as usual:
k
4X

k~xk1 =

i=1

jxi j;

k~xk1 =4 i=1max
jx j:
;:::;k i

(2.1)

Relations such as ~x  ~y or ~x < ~y are interpreted in the componentwise sense. A
nonnegative vector ~x is said here to be majorized by another nonnegative vector ~y if
~x  ~y as well as k~xk1 < k~yk1 hold; we write ~x  ~y.
2.2. Models and Related Objects
The objects with which we deal in this paper are state spaces and subsets thereof,
classes of state transitions, models and model spaces, and state space measures.
State Spaces and Subsets Thereof Our state space S will either be an n-dimensional
grid Z n, or its orthant Z+n . For subsets of S we use the following notion of dimension,
applying in this discrete context only.
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Figure 1: The boundary walls of Z+3 . The corner, the one-dimensional walls, and the
two-dimensional walls are represented by the dark ball, the grey balls, and the white
balls, respectively.

De nition 2.1. The dimension of A  Z n is less than or equal to k if there exist
some ~x1 ;P
: : : ;~xk 2 Z n, and an ~a 2 A, such that every ~b 2 A admits a representation
~b = ~a + ki=1 mi~xi with m1; : : : ; mk 2 Z .
We now introduce the partitioning of Z+n into walls. De ne
Wn;~w =4 w~ N n;
w~ 2 Bn;
(2.2)
recalling the ~xA convention from the previous subsection.
[
Observation 2.1. Z+n is the disjoint union
Wn;~w .
~ 2Bn
w

The reason for referring to the Wn;~w as the walls of Z+n is that all of them except one
are parts of its boundary. The exception is Wn;~1 = N n, which constitutes the interior
~ k1. The walls thus have various dimensions.
of Z+n . The dimension of Wn;~w is clearly kw
3
For example, the walls of Z+ include the zero-dimensional wall W3;h0;0;0i (the corner),
the one-dimensional walls W3;h1;0;0i , W3;h0;1;0i, and W3;h0;0;1i, the two-dimensional walls
W3;h0;1;1i, W3;h1;0;1i, and W3;h1;1;0i , and the three-dimensional interior \wall" W3;h1;1;1i.
See Figure 1.
Classes of State Transitions We single out some classes of transitions between state
space points. The class of all possible transitions in Z n is
.
o
n o
4 n~
n
n
~
~
Dn = b ~a ~a; b 2 Z ; ~a 6= b = Z n ~0 :

6
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Figure 2: The transition classes D2;h1;1i , D2;h0;1i, and D2;h1;0i (D2;h0;0i is empty).
The classes of short transitions within the walls of Z+n are
4 n~

.

Dn;~w = b ~a ~a; ~b 2 Wn;~w ; ~b ~a

o

1

w~ 2 Bn :

=1 ;

(2.3)

See an illustration of the transition classes D2;~w in Figure 2.
n o
Observation 2.2.PDn;~w = w~ T n n ~0 holds, so the element count jDn;~wj is 3kw~ k1 1.
The overall count w~ 2Bn jDn;~w j is 4n 2n.
Models and Model Spaces Let S 2 denote the set of pairs of state space points. Namely,
S 2 =4 S 2 n f (~a;~a)/ ~a 2 Sg. A model, in our context, is a function ' : S 2 7! R+
satisfying




1. \Communicativity": For every ~a; ~b 2 S 2 there exists a nite sequence
Q
~a = ~a1; : : : ;~ak = ~b of states such that ki=11 ' (~ai;~ai+1 ) > 0.
2. \Non-instantaneity": For every ~a 2 S , the sum




P

~b2S '





~a; ~b is nite.

A value ' ~a; ~b represents the transition rate from ~a to ~b of a communicative and
non-instantaneous continuous-time Markov chain. Let n be the space of all models
on S = Z n which possess the following homogeneity property:




~b1 ~a1 = ~b2 ~a2 ) ' ~a1 ; ~b1 = ' ~a2; ~b2 ;
~a1 ; ~b1 ;~a2; ~b2 2 Z n:
(2.4)

m
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Given some ' 2 n, let ' : Dn 7! R+ be the function which corresponds to ' in
the obvious way, by which ' ~d represents the transition rate in the direction ~d 2 Dn:
 






' ~d is set to the value ' ~0; ~d ; the inverse mapping sets ' ~a; ~b to ' ~b ~a .
Let n be the space of all such ''s which correspond to members of n. Let the
subclass n contain those ' 2 n whose support in Dn is nite. Namely, the models
in n are those with bounded transitions.
Let IMIn be the space of all models on S = Z+n possessing the following two properties.
The rst property is homogeneity, though weaker than for n: The implication in
Eq. (2.4) applies here only when both ~a1 and ~a2 , or both ~b1 and ~b2 , belong to the
same wall. The second property is permitting short transitions only:

m
m
m

~b ~a

m

m

m





6= 1 ) ' ~a; ~b = 0;
1

~a; ~b 2 Z+n :

Given some ' 2 IMIn, let

' = f'w~ : Dn;~w 7! R+ gw~ 2Bnnf~0g

(2.5)

be the function array which corresponds to ' in the following way. We shall state both
the mapping ' 7! ' and the inverse mapping ' 7! ' . It will not be dicult to see,
with the aid of two examples, that the two mappings are proper, and that one is indeed
n o

n
~ 2 B n ~0
the inverse of the other. First, the mapping ' 7! ': For arbitrary w
 


and ~d 2 Dn;~w , set 'w~ ~d to be the value of any ' ~a; ~b with ~a and b~ in Wn;~w and
satisfying ~b ~a = ~d. Now the mapping ' 7! ' : For arbitrary ~a; ~b 2 Z+n satisfying
~b ~a = 1, with ~a belonging, say, to Wn;~w and ~b belonging, say, to Wn;~v , set
1





~
~
the value of ' ~a; b to be 'maxfw~ ;~vg b ~a ; the maximum is taken componentwise.
Let IMIn be the space of all function arrays of the type (2.5), which so correspond to
members of IMIn. Note that 'w~ represents the transition rates within the wall Wn;~w .



~
Example 2.1. Let us demonstrate the construction by computing ' ~a; b , with
' 2 IMI2 , ~a = h1; 0i, and ~b = h0; 1i, from the corresponding ' 2 IMI2. The indices of
~ = ~a and
the walls W2;~w and W2;~v to which the points ~a and ~b belong happen to be w
~
~
~v = b. That is because ~a and b have been chosen adjacent to the corner. We have
~ ; ~vg = h1; 1i and ~b ~a = h 1; 1i, so
max fw

'





~a; ~b = 'h1;1i (h 1; 1i):

(2.6)

~
Thus,
 inspite of the fact that both ~a and b belong to the boundary of the state space,
' ~a; ~b is computed from 'h1;1i , which expresses the transition rates in the interior.

3. Measures Invariant for Models in

m
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n

The reason is that ~a and ~b belong to distinct walls, and the transition between them
can be regarded as passing through the interior. This transition is parallel, for instance,
to the transition from h2; 0i to h1; 1i, and the latter is parallel, say, to the transition
from h2; 1i to h1; 2i, whose both ends are interior points. Eq. (2.6) is thus mandated
by the (weak) homogeneity assumption.


Example 2.2. Let us remain in IMI2 and in its counterpart IMI2. The transition from
~a = h5; 0i to ~b = h6; 0i is parallel to the transition from ~a0 = h5; 3i to ~b0 = h6; 3i. But
since the former lies within W2;h1;0i, while the
 latter
 lies within W2;h1;1i , homogeneity
does not apply. The values ' ~a; ~b and ' ~a0 ; ~b0 are not forced to be equal. These
values are given by 'h1;0i(h1; 0i) and 'h1;1i(h1; 0i), respectively.

In view of Observation 2.2, IMIn is essentially R4+n 2n , excluding those elements which
do not correspond to communicative Markov chains. The members of
too, like those of n and IMIn, will be called models.

m

mn and IMIn

State Space Measures When speaking of a measure, say , we always
 mean, unless
S
explicitly stating otherwise, that  is a nonnegative measure on S ; 2 , with (S ) > 0.
The state space S can be either Z n or Z+n . Such a measure is speci ed through
singletons. We write (~a) as a shorthand for (f~ag).  is said to be of a productform if there exists a vector ~q 2 (0; 1)n satisfying (~a) = (~0)  ~q~a for every ~a 2 S ;
recall the ~x~y convention from Subsection 2.1. For every ~q 2 (0; 1)n, let ~q denote
the corresponding product-form measure with ~q (~0) = 1. A measure  is said to be
invariant for a model ' from n or from IMIn if it satis es

(~a)

X

~b2S



m



 





X
' ~a; ~b =  ~b ' ~b;~a ;

~a 2 S ;

~b2S

m

(2.7)

where ' is the n or IMIn counterpart of '. Under the Markov chain semantics of ',
Eq. (2.7) is the steady-state version of Kolmogorov's forward equation, but allowing
solutions with (S ) = 1. This equation is also known as the global balance equation.
The communicativity postulate implies
Observation 2.3. If  is invariant for some model, then (~a) is positive for every
~a 2 S .

m
denote the set of vectors ~q 2 (0; 1) such that 

3. Measures Invariant for Models in

m

n

n
Given a model ' 2 n, let Q'
~q is
invariant for '. By rewriting Eq. (2.7) in terms of ' itself, we reach
Observation 3.1. (Q''s identin cation). Q' is the set of ~q's solving the equation
'~(~q) = '~(~1), where '~ : (0; 1) 7! R+ is the generating function de ned through
P
'~(~s) =4 ~d2Dn '( ~d)~s~d .

3. Measures Invariant for Models in

1
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n

1

1

1
Case (a)

1

1
Case (b)

Case (c)

Figure 3: A schematic illustration for Proposition 3.1. The oval represents Q', the box
represents C , and the arrow represents the drift.
Having introduced '~, we are ready for
De nition 3.1. The quantity P~d2Dn '(~d)~d, which is equal to r'~(~1) when convergent, is called the drift of '.
In order to study Q', let us list a few properties of '~. Its domain of convergence,
dom'~, includes the point ~s = ~1 due to the \non-instantaneity" property. Being a
sum of convex functions, '~ is convex. Moreover, it is strictly convex since, by the
\communicativity" property, for every i = 1; : : : ; n there exists at least one ~d 2 Dn
with di < 0 such that '(~d) > 0. For the same reason, the positive powers are also
present. '~ thus has a unique minimum. When letting ~s follows any straight line away
from this minimum, including in a direction towards the boundary of (0; 1)n, the value
of '~(~s) goes to in nity. If dom'~ has a nonempty interior, which happens when the
drift is convergent, then the gradient r'~ is de ned and nite throughout this interior.
When letting ~s approach a boundary point of dom'~, along any path in the interior of
dom'~, the value of kr'~(~s)k1 goes to in nity. All these facts lead to
Observation 3.2. (Q''s properties). Q' is the boundary of a bounded and convex
level set of '~. The point ~1 is always in Q' . It is the sole point i every component of
the drift of ' is either zero or non-convergent. When n  2 and the drift is convergent,
Q' is an (n 1)-dimensional smooth manifold in (0; 1)n, and every point of Q' is an
extreme point.
Let C
nite.

4

= (0; 1]n n

n o

~1 . This cube is the set of ~q's whose corresponding ~q 's on Z+n are

Proposition 3.1. (The relation between Q' and C ). The following three cases
may hold when n  2 and the drift of ' is convergent (see Figure 3):
Case (a): The drift is nonnegative (componentwise). In this case Q' \ C is empty.
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Case (b): The drift
n ois neither nonnegative nor negative. In this case Q' \C is nonempty,
and Q' n ~1 has a cluster point at ~1.
Case (c): The drift is negative. In this case Q' \C is nonempty, and its distance from
~1 is positive.

Mixtures of product-form measures from f~q g~q2Q' satisfy Eq. (2.7), and are thus
invariant for ' as well. The converse statement would have been that every measure
invariant for ' is either a member of f~qg~q2Q' , or can be represented as such a mixture.
We prove this claim for models in n (this subclass was introduced in Subsection 2.2).
Theorem 3.1. (Representation of measures invariant for models in n). Let
' 2 n, and let  be a measure invariant for '. Then
there exists a unique Borel
R
1
n
~
probability measure  on (0; 1) such that [(0) ] = Q' ~qd (~q).

m

m

4. The Structure of

m

IPn

Recall from Section 1 that IPn;~q, with ~q 2 (0; 1)n, is the subspace of models from IMIn
for which ~q is invariant. (Note that for every such model, ~q is the unique invariant
probability measure). The ~q 2 C n (0; 1)n are excluded from this discussion since, as
will turn out later, their IPn;~q are singular andn seem
less rich. Recall also that IMIn,
and thus IPn;~q, can be viewed as subsets of R4+ 2n . We will characterize IPn;~q as the
intersection between IMIn and the solution space of a homogeneous linear system

A~x = ~0;
(4.1)
with A having 4n 2n columns. The sequel gives this characterization, while concentrating on the special features of A which lead to the decoupling principle. The exis-

tence of nonnegative solutions, necessary for the intersection with IMIn to be nonempty,
is addressed immediately after the characterization.
De nition 4.1. (\hierarchically partitioned matrix"). An m  k real matrix
A = (ai;j ), with m  k, will be referred to as a \hierarchically partitioned matrix" if
there exists a partial order \" on f1; : : : ; mg, and a partitioning of f1; : : : ; kg into
m nonempty partitions P1; : : : ; Pm, such that
1. A component ai;j , with j 2 P` , say, can be nonzero only if i = ` or if i  `.
2. For every i = 1; : : : ; m there exists at least one j 2 Pi such that ai;j 6= 0.
The structure suggested by this de nition is block triangular, up to a permutation of
the columns, yet more sparse. Observe that if the A of Eq. (4.1) is hierarchically partitioned, then the solution space of (4.1) admits the following recursive characterization.

11
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For every i = 1; : : : ; m, the portion hxj ij2Pi of the vectors ~x in the solution space is
the hyperplane
X

j 2Pi

ai;j xj =

X

j 2S

f`/i` g P`

ai;j xj ;

(4.2)

here the whole right hand side is regarded as a constant, adopting a point of view
which de nes the lower portions in terms of the higher ones. Thus, the dimension of
a portion hxj ij2Pi , conditional on all higher portions, is jPij 1. Suppose that i1 and
i2 are such that neither i1  i2 nor i2  i1 holds. Then, conditional on all portions
higher than any of them, the portions belonging to i1 and to i2 are decoupled from
each other. In the context of the characterization of IPn;~q, the last property will be
referred to as the decoupling principle.
Theorem 4.1. (Characterization of IPn;~q). IPn;~q is the intersection between IMIn
and the solution space of a homogeneous linear system of the type (4.1), with A being
hierarchically partitioned. The rows of the matrix correspond to the walls Wn;~w of
Z+n , excluding
the corner Wn;~0 . The variables, i.e. the model elements '~v (~d) with
n o
~v 2 Bn n ~0 and ~d 2 Dn;~v, are partitioned according to ~v. The partial order among
partitions is the majorization  (recall Subsection 2.1). The matrix element serving
~ being equal to or
as the coecient of '~v (~d) in the row contributed by Wn;~w , with w
~
majorized by v, is expressed as follows using indicators of conditions:
1f ~d~1 2(~v w~ )g ~q ~d1f~d~1 2(~v w~ )g:
(4.3)
Having given the characterization, we now address the existence of nonnegative solutions. In a recursive representation of IPn;~q, of the type discussed in connection with
~ = ~v
Eq. (4.2), the coecients at the left hand side
 are derived from
 Eq. (4.3) with w
~d
~d
holding. These coecients appear in pairs 1 ~q ; 1 ~q , due to the symmetry
of the transition classes Dn;~w (see Eq. (2.3)). The restriction ~q 2 (0; 1)n is essential
to ensure the existence of at least one such pair whose members are nonzero, for each
hyperplane. The opposite signs of the pair members imply that each hyperplane has
an unbounded intersection with its pertinent nonnegative orthant.
Theorem 4.1 merely echos the global balance
n oequation system (2.7), with one equa~ 2 Bn n ~0 . What makes the theorem less banal
tion representing each wall Wn;~w , w
is the absence of an equation for the corner Wn;~0. That equation is alive and kicking,
and is not degenerated at all. Unless eliminated, the matrix could not have complied
with the requirements of De nition 4.1. That is because the row contributed by Wn;~0
could not have been associated with any nonempty partition of variable indices|Dn;~0
is empty. It is the redundancy of the corner equation which is responsible for the decoupling principle. This redundancy, which is not very visible, is thus the reason for
the richness of IPn.

5. Proofs
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Figure 4: A two-dimensional state space with a slanted wall, creating a blunt corner
and a sharp corner.

Remark 4.1. (State spaces with multiple corners). The decoupling principle
can be generalized for state spaces of the form S = Z1  Z2  : : :  Zn, where every Zi
is a nite or an in nite succession of integers.



Remark 4.2. (Two-dimensional state spaces with slanted walls). State spaces

with slanted walls are easy to describe in the two-dimensional case. See Figure 4. The
decoupling principle can be generalized for the two corner types shown in the gure.
The proof is at the same time a generalization and a specialization of the proof of
Theorem 4.1, and is omitted.

5. Proofs

Proof of Proposition 3.1
Exclude the case r'~(~1) = ~0, which has been commented upon earlier. The essence
of the proposition is expressed in Lemma 5.1 below. The lemma is elementary, and
is given without a proof. The association between the proposition and the lemma is
drawn after the formulation of the latter. The de nitions of a cone and of a supporting
half-space are available, e.g., in Rockafellar (1970) [5], pages 13 and 99, respectively.
Lemma 5.1. Let A  Rk be nonempty, bounded in kk1 , convex, containing the point
~0 in its boundary @A, and having a unique supporting half-space H with ~0 2 @H . Also,
let K  Rk be a nonempty and convex cone not containing ~0. The following three
cases may hold (see a suggestive illustration in Figure 5):
Case (a): H \ K is empty. In this case @A \ K is empty.
Case (b): H \ K is nonempty, but K is not contained in the interior of H . In this
case K \ @A has a cluster point at ~0.

Case (c): K is contained in the interior of H . In this case K \ @A is nonempty, and
its distance from ~0 is positive.
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K

0

A

0

A

0

A
K

H

H

Case (a)

Case (b)

H

K

Case (c)

Figure 5: A suggestive illustration for Lemma 5.1.
Proposition 3.1 reduces into Lemma 5.1 via the following association. The role of @A
is played by Q' ~1 (de ned as f~q ~1=~q 2 Q' g). The role of K is played by the
nonpositive orthant, excluding ~0. This cone can be viewed as an extension of C ~1. In
fact, the extension does not have any in uence, since Q' is con ned to (0; 1)n. The
set Q' has a unique supporting half-plane H 0 with ~1 2 @H 0 , due to Observation 3.2.
The role of H is played by H 0 ~1. It is known that
n

H 0 = ~x 2 Rn

.



o

~x ~1  r'~(~1)  0 :

Hence the translation of the conditions on H \ K into conditions on the drift.
Proof of Theorem 3.1
The uniqueness of  is evident from the nature of the ~q: Di erent combinations of
product-form measures cannot give identical aggregated measures. The proof of its
existence calls for applying Choquet's theorem. This is proved nto be possible, with
the theorem applied for a normed space of measures on Z n ; 2Z . The norm is `1,
augmented by geometrical weights. The course of proof is as follows. First, a suitable
version of Choquet's theorem is given. Then, the major part of the proof is dedicated
to establishing the setting for applying the theorem. Finally, Choquet's theorem is
invoked, and the conclusion is adjusted to t the original setting of Theorem 3.1.

Theorem 5.1. (Choquet's theorem, adapted for a separable normed space).
Let (Y; k k) be a separable normed vector space. Let K  Y be compact and convex.
Then for every x 2 K there exists a Borel probability
measure , concentrated on the
R
4
set of extreme points E =
extK , such that x =

Eyd

(y).
In a more general formulation of the theorem, Y is an abstract topological vector space
in which the dual space Y  separates points, and is supported on the closure of E .
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See, for example, Rudin (1973) [7, p. 85, exercise 25]. But when K is separable and
metric, such exists on E itself [ibid., p. 376, solution of exercise 25]. Also, when Y
is a normed space then it is locally convex. In such a case it is guaranteed that Y 
separates points [ibid., p. 59, the corollary].
We now set out on establishing the setting for the application
of Theorem 5.1. Let

 denote the vector space of signed measures on Z n; 2Z n . For every p > 0, let the
function p :  7! R+ [ f1g be de ned through

p( ) =4

X

~a2Z n

(p~1) j~ajj (~a)j;

 2 ;

and let
4
p =
f 2  /p( ) < 1g :
We shall employ normed vector spaces of the type (p; p). Observe that they are
separable. We shall also employ the following type of subsets of , whose members are
normalized in some sense, and have \bounded growth". For every r  1, let r  
contain those  which satisfy the following two conditions:
1.  (~0) = 1.
2. ~a ~b =1 ) r 1   (~~a)  r.
1
 (b)
Lemma 5.2. If p > r then r is compact in (p; p).
Proof. First of all, observe that p > r ) r  p. The compactness claim can
be reduced into a sequential compactness claim, due to the Borel-Lebesgue theorem
(see, for example, Royden (1988) [6, p. 155]). The latter claim can be further reduced
into the following one: Every sequence in r contains a subsequence which converges
in the pointwise sense, i.e. at every point of Z n. The pointwise convergence would
imply convergence in the norm p, since the major contribution to the norm is due
to neighbourhoods of ~0, uniformly throughout r . Indeed, the requested subsequence
can be extracted by diagonalization|see, for example, Chung (1974) [1, p. 84].
We now turn our attention to measures which are invariant for '. Let =' denote the
set of state space measures  (of the type of Subsection 2.2, not signed measures) which
are invariant for ' and satisfy  (~0) = 1. It can be seen directly that =' is convex.
We would like to express the invariance for ' in terms of operators on . For every
~d 2 Dn, de ne the shift operator S~d :  7!  through

 2 ;
S~d  (~a) =  (~a ~d);
~a 2 Z n :
By considering the global balance equation (2.7), as rewritten in terms of ' itself and
divided by (~a), we arrive at
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Observation 5.1. The invariance
of the elements of =' for ' is tantamount to an
P

invariance to some operator ~d2Dn c~d S~d ; the coecients c~d take values in [0; 1), their
sum is 1, and only nitely many of them are nonzero. Due to communicativity, for
every ~d 2 Dn there exists an operator of the same type, but with c~d > 0, to which the
members of =' are invariant as well.
This leads to a key fact:
Lemma 5.3. =' is contained in some r .
Proof. It is not dicult to see that the claim holds true for every

r

max

f~d2Dn /k~dk1 =1 g

c~d 1;

where the c~d are any positive coecients of the type discussed in Observation 5.1.

Lemma 5.4. =' is compact in some (p; p).
Proof. Choose some r such that ='  r (see Lemma 5.3), and some p > r. In
view of Lemma 5.2, the compactness of =' in (p; p) will be established if we verify
that =' is closed in (p; p). The following is to be veri ed. Let all the elements
of a
P
~
sequence fig1


satisfy

(
0
)
=
1,
and
be
invariant
to
an
operator
c
~d2Dn ~d S~d
p
i
i=1

of the type of Observation 5.1. Suppose that the sequence converges in p to some
 2 p, i.e. p( i ) ! 0. Then  must also satisfy  (~0) = 1, and be invariant to the
same operator. So far the target. The ful llment of  (~0) = 1 follows from the fact that
convergence in p obviously
implies pointwise convergence. To verify the invariance,
P
we check that p 
~d2Dn c~d S~d  = 0. That is accomplished by applying p , and
then lim supi!1, on



X

~d2Dn

c~dS~d = ( i)

X

~d2Dn

c~dS~d ( i);

i = 1; 2 : : : ;

while using
j~dj
~
p S~d( i )  p1 p( i):




Consider now the extreme points of ='.
Lemma 5.5. ext='  f~q g~q2Q' holds.

Putting Lemma 5.5 in di erent words, there exists an Q0'  Q' such that
ext=' = f~qg~q2Q0' . The equality Q0' = Q' will follow from Theorem 3.1 post factum.
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Proof of Lemma 5.5. Pick some  2 ext='. The claim will follow by verifying that
S~d  and  are equal, up to a multiplicative factor, for every ~d 2 Dn . Observation 5.1
implies that there exists a coecient c~d > 0 and a nonnegative  0 2  such that
 = c~dS~d  +  0 :
(5.1)
But S~d too is invariant for ' (apply the operator and use commutativity). Hence, the
right hand side of Eq. (5.1) can be rendered, through appropriate re-normalization, as
a convex combination of two elements of ='. Both of them, with the one proportional
to S~d  in particular, must be equal to  , by the hypothesis  2 ext='.
Let p denote the Borel -algebra on (p; p). We are ready to invoke Theorem 5.1, and
draw the following conclusion: There exists a probability measure  0 on some (p; p),
such that f~qg~q2Q0' 2 p and
[(~0) 1] =

Z

f~qg~q2Q0'

~q d 0 (~q ):

This conclusion needs a slight adjustment to the original setting of Theorem 3.1, where
the integration is performed on Q' itself. Let p0 denote the restriction of p to
f~qg~q2Q0' . The required adjustment is enabled by the following observation: The
sources of the members of p0 , with respect to the mapping ~q 7! ~q, cannot lie outside
the Borel -algebra on (0; 1)n.
Proof of Theorem 4.1
This proof should comprise two ingredients:
1. Veri cation that the matrix whose elements are de ned in the theorem indeed
satis es the requirements of De nition 4.1.
2. Veri cation that IPn;~q is indeed the intersection between IMIn and the solution
space of (4.1), with the matrix de ned in the theorem.
The rst ingredient has been addressed by the very formulation of the theorem, and
by the ensuing discussion about nonnegative solutions. The second ingredient will be
ful lled by rst showing validity for a matrix consisting of the declared A and an
additional row, and then verifying that the additional row is in fact redundant.
The global balance equation (2.7), with a xed , becomes an equation in '. The
space IPn;~q is the set of all ' 2 IMIn whose corresponding ' satisfy Eq. (2.7) with
 = ~q. This equation system (we now consider each contribution by some ~a 2 S as
one equation) should be rewritten in terms of ' itself. Due to the structure of IMIn, the
collection of distinct equations corresponds to the collection of state space walls. In
order to write down these equations in ', some further state transition classes should
be introduced. Let
.
o
4 n~
~
~
Dn;~wj~v = b ~a ~a 2 Wn;~v ; b 2 Wn;~w ; b ~a = 1 ;
w~ ; ~v 2 Bn:
1
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Figure 6: The transition classes D2;h1;1ijh1;1i (= D2;h1;1i ), D2;h1;0ijh1;1i , D2;h0;1ijh1;1i, and
D2;h0;0ijh1;1i (compare with Figure 2).
(Compare with Eq. (2.3)). See an illustration of the classes D2;~wj~1 in Figure 6. Observe
that the overall set of short transitions into any state of Wn;~w is
[

f ~v2Bn /~vw~ g

Dn;~wj~v :

Moreover, the above union is disjoint. Observe also that the following characterization
holds:
n
.
o
~
~
~
~v  w
~ ) Dn;~wj~v = d 2 Dn;~w d  1 2(~v w
~) :
(5.2)
The rewriting of Eq. (2.7) in terms of the function array (2.5) is based upon the
correspondence between ' and ', as de ned in Subsection 2.2. In the process, both
sides of Eq. (2.7) are divided by (~a) = ~q~a, and terms are collected according to state
transitions. The following equation system results:
X X

h

i

'~v ( ~d) ~q ~d'~v (~d) = 0;

~vw
~ ~d2Dn;~wj~v

w~ 2 Bn:

(5.3)

In view of Eq. (5.2), the equation system (5.3) almost matches the description in the
~ = ~0 in (5.3).
theorem. The only discrepancy is in the presence of an equation for w
~ = ~0 is proper: The unde ned '~0 does not actually
(Note that the equation with w
appear, since Dn;~0j~0 is empty). The redundancy of this equation is to be veri ed. To
this end, we show that there exist real numbers fgw~ gw~ 2Bn , with g~0 = 1, such that the
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weighted sum of the equations in (5.3), with these numbers serving as the weights, is
zero. The numbers we use are gw~ = ~r w~ , where ~r = hr1 ; : : : ; rni is given through

ri = qi

1

1;

i = 1; : : : ; n:

(5.4)

Let hw~ ;~v;~d denote the coecient belonging to the variable '~v (~d) in the equation con~ . From Eqs. (5.2) and (5.3) we have
tributed by w
8
<

hw~ ;~v;~d = :

1f ~d~1

2(~v

~d
~ )g ~q 1f~d~1
w
0

2(~v

~  ~v;
~ )g if w
w
otherwise;

w~ 2 Bn; n o
~v 2 Bn n ~0n o;
~d 2 ~vT n n ~0 :

Our target is to verify that for each '~v (~d), the weighted sum of coecients is zero.
Namely, we have to verify that
X

~ 2Bn
w

n o

gw~ hw~ ;~v;~d = 0;

~v 2 Bn n ~0n o;
~d 2 ~vT n n ~0 :

The above target equation is converted by substitution and a slight manipulation into
~d X

X

~r w~ =
~r w~ ;
fw~ 2Bn /~v 21 (~1 ~d)w~ ~v g fw~ 2Bn/~v 21 (~1+~d)w~ ~v g
~q

n o

~0 ;
n o
~d 2 ~vT n n ~0 :

~v 2 Bn n

n o

n o

Fix some ~v = hv1 ; : : : ; vni 2 Bn n ~0 and some ~d = hd1 ; : : : ; dii 2 ~vT n n ~0 . Suppose
that vi = 0 holds for some i = 1; : : : ; n. Then di must also be zero. Likewise, wi must
~ = hw1; : : : ; wni participating in any of the two summations. A
be zero for every w
coordinate i with vi = 0 can thus be ignored. Hence, no generality will be lost if we
focus on ~v = ~1. The target now reduces into verifying that

~q

~d X

X

~r w~ =
~r w~ ;
fw~ 2Bn/w~  21 (~1+~d) g fw~ 2Bn/w~  12 (~1 ~d) g

n o

~d 2 T n n ~0 :

(5.5)

n o

Fix again an arbitrary ~d = hd1; : : : ; dii, this time from T n n ~0 . Designate the index
sets

It =4 fi = 1; : : : ; n /di = t g ;

t2T:

Adopt the following convention: Given a vector ~x = hx1 ; : : : ; xk i and a partial index
set I  f1; : : : ; kg, let ~xI be the vector of length jI j obtained by restriction. A member
w~ of the summation set at the left hand side of Eq. (5.5) admits the following form:
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w~ I can take any value in BjI j, while w~ I [I must be ~1. Similarly, the form of a
~ of the summation set at the right hand side is as follows: w
~ I [I must be
member w
j
I
j
~1, while w
~ I can take any value in B . By decomposing all the vectors involved in
1

1

0

1

1

0

1

1

Eq. (5.5) into their I 1, I0 , and I1 parts, and performing a slight rearrangement, (5.5)
further reduces into

~q~1I 1

X

~ 2BjI
w

1

j

~rI~1 1 w~ = ~q~1I1

X

~ 2BjI1 j
w

~rI~11 w~ :

The last equation indeed holds true, as both sides are equal to 1: Recall Eq. (5.4), and
apply the following identity, whose veri cation by induction on k is immediate:
X

~ 2Bk
w



~

1
~yw~ = ~y + ~1 ;

~y 2 Rk :

The case where I 1 or I1 are empty requires some attention, but does not require
separate treatment if the following convention is adhered to. Let B0 contain a single
element|the \zero-length vector". When raised to the power of itself, this \vector"
gives 1|the conventional value of an empty product.
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